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Sight unseen

Power of compassion

Tocreateintuitive,usable technologiesto helppeople
navigateindoorandoutdoorenvironments,
knowledgeof humanperceptionandcognition is as
keyasthetheoriesbehindspatial informatics and
neuroscience
in theVirtualEnvironmentand
MultimodalInteraction
(VEMI)Labora
toryof
researcher
NicholasGiudice
.

In JordanLaBouff'swide-ranging
social psycho
logicalresearch
, the
commonthreadis compass
ion.
Thatunderstanding of how
another personfeels in a situation
is powerfulenoughto diffuse
conflictsandprejudice, increase
altruismandbuild community.
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Bear bones

Cold coral

Dr.RitaSeger,
a medicalinternist andUMainealumna,
anda team of researchers,which includedsomeof the
top boneresearchers
in the country,mayhavefounda
clueasto what it is in a bear'sphysiologythat wards
off bonelossdueto long-term inactivityduring
hibernation
.

Off the coas
t s of Alaska, Chile andMaine, Rhian Waller is studying
deep-sea
corals to understandhow factorssuchasclimatechange,
fishing andoil exploration affecttheir reproduct
ion, andwhat effect
that altered life cyclecould have on therest of the marine
ecosys
tem.
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Riverreviver
Freshwater
fisheriesecologistStephenCoghlananda team of
studentresearchersarestudyingsealampreyto understandthe
rolethefish playin making Maine's riversandstreamsmore
hospitableto otherspecies,
suchas Atlantic salmon.
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UMaineresea
rchers areusingdata foundin the rings of
ancientclamshell
s to reconstruct
the characte
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AtlanticOceanin the past1,000years
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ON THE COVER: Getting from Point A to
Point B requ ires object detection, spatial
scene reconstruction and other cues that
are not readily available to persons with
visual impairments, including the elderly.
Developing technologies to aid in navigating indoor and outdoor environments is a focus of the Virtua l Environment and Multimodal Interact ion Lab at
UMaine. Seestory on page 2.
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transgender status and gender expression,
nario nal origin, cirizenship scams, age,
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regarding nondiscrimination policies:
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r, Office of Equal Oppo rcun ity,
101 Nort h Srevens Hall, 207.581.1226.

Spatial informatics research taps into human perception
and cognition to create intuitive technologies

Sight unseen
By Jessica Bloch

ICHOLAS GIUDICE started at the University of
Maine in 2008 with a plan to create UMaine’s first
virtual reality research facility in his empty Boardman
Hall lab. Today that lab has a name — the Virtual
Environment and Multimodal Interaction (VEMI)
Laboratory. But by most standards, it is still relatively
empty, except for storage cabinets, neon-colored tape
on the carpeted floor, computers and some specialized equipment that
allows the used to walk around the space while immersed in computer-simulated worlds called virtual reality.
What fills the room is the hum and spirit of the nearly two dozen
students, faculty and staff who help transform Giudice’s research in spatial
informatics and cognitive neuroscience into what could soon be everyday
applications for navigating indoor and outdoor environments using technologg accessible to people both with and without sight.
To support their research, Giudice and his students have developed the
state’s first fully immersive virtual reality installation. The system utilizes a
head-mounted display with a wide field of view and a high-resolution stereo
display that allows users to see and hear a computer-generated #D environmeant as if they were actually in the physical space.
Unlike the real world, anything cane changed in virtual reality,
Giudice says. If you want a building’s walls to turn blue or become transparent, or to see how it would look in downtown Orono, it is easy in VR.
In the four years since he joined the UMaine faculty, Giudice’s research
has led to more than 60 combined journal publications and conference
2
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Computer engineering major
Michelle Beauchemin and
Jonathan Cole, a computer
science major, test an
augmented reality detection
system developed by recent
UMaine graduate Joshua Leger.
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Sightunseen

presentations, and he has been a part of
13 awarded

grants,

proposals

and

assistant professor in UMain e's School of
Computing and Information Science. "A

"There is all kinds of research on visual
or hearing aids for elders," says Giudice,

contracts totaling around $2 million from

lot of times products get stuck in the engi-

"but hardly any work studying how tech-

a variety of sources, notably the National
Institut es of H ealth and the National

neering trap, motivated by good intentions and intuition, but with the solutions

nology could aid navigation, which is one
of the most important thin gs we do in our

Science Foundation (NSF). The funding

neith er based on how humans actually

daily life, but also one of the biggest chal-

has allowed Giudice to acquire crucial

learn and process information nor address-

lenges for older folks."

software and hardware, and is currently

ing real challenges of the intended end

supporting five graduate student research
projects and a crew of undergr adu ates

user. My research allows me to play on
both sides of the fence, combining basic

working on research and development

science about human spatial cognition

ing his way through the ins and outs of
daily life without vision have provided

initiatives.
These research efforts are guided by

with human factors engineering."
For Giudice, applied research has an

phenomenological insight in his research.
"Having firsthand experience of navi-

two UMaine Ph.D. students: VEMI Lab
manager Rick Corey, who worked along-

urgency, and not only because of his own
experience with visual impairm ent . In a

gating without vision definitely initially
helps me to isolate research questions and

side Giudice to start the lab and who leads

state such as Maine , with rh e old est

design technology, which I then refine by

the R&D team, and lab research coordi-

median

nator BillWhalen.

improved adapti ve technology could be

doin g behavioral research or conducting
focus groups about the actual issues that

"I feel very strongly about doing theoretically driven research, but also having a
translation al co mpon ent to my work
based on knowledge of human perception
and cognition to create intuitive and
usable technologie s," says Giudice, an

4
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population

in th e countr y,

GIUDI CE'S OWN EXPERIENCES navigat-

crucial in helping people maintain their
ind ependenc e and qualit y of life. The

are challenging ," he says. "The bottom

technology currently being studied in the
lab would be incredibly helpful as a way to

our lives and if people cannot safely and

simply navigate a complex interior space,
similar to GPS systems in cars.

their vocational, social and edu cational

line is that spatial behaviors are critical to
efficientl y navigate th eir environm ent,
opportunities become really contracted."

Giudice's research on multimodal
spatial cognition has consistently found
that many spatial tasks done with vision
can be undertaken equally well using
other senses. His findings are rooted in the
functional equivalence hypothesis chat
contends that spatial information from
different senses is represented in the brain
in a purely spatial representation that is
not related to the input.
"Since we know that learning with

Their work explored the use of software
that could cake a map of a floor, feed it to
the touch screen of a phone, and convert
the map to stripped-down images where
hallways and room outlines are represented using vibrotaccilelines, which users
feel by tracing the line with their fingertip.
Recent work has also shown the efficacyof
this interface for learning bar graphs,
figures, and other graphic material traditionally completely inaccessible without

different senses can lead to common

VlSlOn.

representations in the brain that equally
support spatial behaviors, it opens the
door for all kinds of sensors and non -

"T here's a huge amount of possibility
for this interface given that it can also be
augmented with audio, vision or language,

visual interfaces, such as audio or vibrotactile interfaces to do the same thing via

and is implemented on a low-cost, multiuse platform; it has enormous potential

At the heart of Giudice's research is his
interest in multimodal spatial cognition
- how we learn about, think about and

information which is traditional ly given
solely through visual displays."

for educ ation and workplace applica tions," Giudice says.

ace in space using different senses. For
most of us, vision is the primary sense we

GIUDICE IS WORKING on the challenge

"With respect to indoor navigation
and spatial learning, the advantage here is

of indoor navigation on several fronts.

that a person can learn about a space

Ph.D. student Hengshan Li is stud ying
new visualization techniques for use on
portable displays, allowing users to see

ahead of time and build up a cognit ive
map, and then once we get better positioning we could use it in real time as well
- maybe as you walk down a hall there's

use to move in space. But what characteristics of an object can be specified through
other senses, such as touch and hearing?
And how do those senses play a role in the
way we accurately move in space when we

through walls and floors to improve navigation in lar ge building s. Two other

deal with a visual impairment, such as
blindness or simply a dark room?
"Allof our senses convey spatial information; my interest is in understanding
how we process and act in space using

students, Monoj Raja, who earned his
master's degree this year with Giudice as
chair, and Hari Palani have been exploring the sense of touch in combination
with vibration - known as vibro-

these different inputs and studying how
much of what we do is really guided by
visual versus spatial cues," says
say Giudice.

taccile input, for learning maps of
buildings without vision using
tablets and smartphones.

Topphotos,left to right:A recentundergraduate
studentprojectused
augmentedrealityto superimpose
high-contrast
lineson the edgeof
stairsto reducefalling- one of the biggestsafetyrisksfor elders.
Virtualrealityis a keyto the VEMILab'sresearchon indoornavigation
systems.
Thelab'sweeklydevelopmentmeetings,at whichstudents
presentupdateson their researchprojects,are filled with almostas much
creativebanteras business.
Photolowerright:a virtualsimulationof
drivingwith impairedvisionon city streets.
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Sightunseen
device that could help blind and visually
impaired people lead more independent
lives.
Giudice and graduate student Saranya
Kesavan are studying the language people
use to describe spaces and then to determine automated techniques co generate
verbal descriptions from an image that
support accurate learning and navigation
of these indoor environments.
"There is a lot of focus on how to get
from A to B, but no system to actually
describe the destination once you arrive,"
Giudice says. "It can often be just as hard
to find the check-in desk in che hotel
lobby as it is to find the hotel. This project
will help in solving this challenge."
Professor NickGiudiceadjusts the head-mounted display ofTimothy McGrath,a senior
mechanicalengineering major who has worked in the VEMI lab for three years.

Companies also hire Giudice and his
students to model events, simulate environments and present complex data sets.

a vibrating dot that tells you where you are
and you can feelwhat you're going by. Just
another example of how to provide a
useful interface that is nonvisual and able
to be done with off-the-shelfhardware."

basic science questions of how perceptual
and cognitive factors relating to spatial
behaviors change over the life span," says
Giudice. "Chris is working on ways to get

The lab has produced projects such as a
3D multimodal simulation of a wind farm
installation and a 3D simulation for emer-

at the spatial differences that exist between

In early 2012, an Australian company,
Majella Global Technologies, asked the lab

gency response training scenarios.

The off-the-shelf aspect is crucial
because the costs of adaptive technology

younger and older people."
Another example of developing tech-

are often prohibitive, frequently many
thousands of dollars. The main thrust of

nology based on knowledge of the cognitive aspects of the human end user is

kitchen, dining space and living area of an
apartment it was constructing in order to

Giudice's research involves studying how
solutions can be built on existing hardware, such as smartphones, and be used

evident in a four-year, $700,000 NSF-

have a realistic model to show potential
customers. A group of undergraduates in
the lab, with guidance from Corey,

for multiple purposes.

funded research project on which Giudice
is a co-principal investigator, along with
UMaine School of Computing and Infor-

THE PIECES OF tape on the floor of the

mation Science faculty members Kate
Beard and Reinhard Moratz. The research

perfecting the details down to the size of
the fruit in a bowl on a dining room table.

seeks to develop computational methods
for object detection, spatial scene reconstruction, and natural language spatial
descriptions of prototypical indoor spaces,
such as lobbies and offices- a project the

The company liked what it saw, and gave
the lab $80,000 to start another project.
The funds help the lab purchase new
software and hardware, and pay five
undergraduate student salaries for further

researchershope will eventually result in a

R&D research.

VEMI Lab belong to another graduate
student, Chris Bennett, who is researching
the basic psychology of how touch and
other sensory modalities change with age.

"If we want to start tailoring devicesto
elders, we need a better understanding of

6
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to generate a 3D representation of the

designed the computer representation,

RICKCOREY
HASbeensomething
of a
groundbreaker
at the University
of
Maine.Asan undergraduate
in the
early1990s,hewaspartof the first
groupto participatein Semester
by
the Sea,UMaine'spopularmarine
sciences
programat the Darling
MarineCenter
. Hewasamongthe first
studentsto workat ASAPMediaServices,a UMainenewmediaandInternettechnologies
lab.
Yearslater,aftera careerin marketing andadvertising,
hereturnedto
UMaineasa memberofthe first class
in the Masterof FineArtslntermedia
Program.
Aroundthe time hestarted
in the MFAprogram,Coreywasthe
firstemployee
in UMaine's
Virtual
Environment
andMultimodalInteraction (VEMI)Lab,foundedin 2008by
assistantprofessor
Nicholas
Giudiceof
the Schoolof Computing
andInformation Science
.

Now,Coreyis helpingUMaine
undergraduates
attainfirstsof their
ownastheylearnnewcomputer
programs
andconcepts
in theVEMI
Lab,whereGiudiceresearches
spatial
informaticsandcognitiveneuroscience
thatcouldonedayleadto
applications
for navigating environ
mentsusingtechnology
accessible
to
peoplewith andwithoutsight.
AmongCorey'sresponsibilities
as
the leaderof the lab's R&Dteamis to
provideguidance
for a groupof
undergraduate
workersand
researchers
who helpcompleteprojectsfor companies
that hirethe lab.
Thoseprojectsincludemodeling
events,simulatingenvironments
and
presenting
complexdatasets.
In additionto workingon
contracted
projects,
the undergraduatesalsodeveloptechnologies
for
graduatestudentsdoingresearch
with
Giudice.
Corey,
theVEMIlab manager,
andBillWhalen,the lab'sresearch
coordinator,
meetweeklywith the
undergraduates
in a session
that can
at timesfeellikeit's takingplacein a
clubhouse
ratherthana high-level
facility.A conversation
on the
research

statusof a projectmightturn into a
debateaboutwhichUMainedining
facilityservesthe bestfrenchfries.
Thatkind of atmosphere
is by
design,Coreysays.Recalling
hisown
undergraduate
daysworkingat ASAP,
hewasgivena lot of opportunities
fromnewmediafacultymemberMike
Scott,the directorof ASAPR&D,who
constantlychallengedthe student
employees
. Facilitating
thoseopportunitiesandchallenges
is a similar
approachCoreybringsto theVEMI
students
.
"I wantthisplaceto not onlybe
fun,but alsoa challenge,
andI want
peoplethat wantto learnandwantto
do newthings,"Coreysays
. "I think
thereis legitimateexcitement
to be
herebecause
it is a challenge.
Everythingis newanddifferent,andcan
leadto moreprojects.
It canbevery
seriousstuff,andtherearetimesI
haveliterallyhadto tellpeopleto go
home,get somerest,come
backthe nextday,whichis
whywetry to havesome
fun,too.It'sa certain
rhythm."
Coreycanseemstern

ashe quizzesgroupmembers
about
their progress
towardR&Ddeadlines,
but healsowill immediately
offer
assistanceto find a creativewayto fix
a bugin the computerprogramor
praisethe undergraduates
for mastering a trickydesign challenge.
In return,the undergraduates'
eagerness
shinesthrough.Duringone
recentmeeting, asCoreyexplained
a
projectcomingtheirway,thestudents
saton the edgesof theirseats
.
"Whatwe'redoingnow isbasicallyhavingthempushthetechnology
to learnmore,"Coreysays
. "I knowof
projects,
suchasgrantsor contracts,
that if we get them,we needto do X,
Y andZ to getan understanding
of
thesethings.We'realwaystryingto do
a lot of forwardthinking."

Forward thinking

UMaine alum embraces the challenge of being first

Alumnus Rick Corey, far right, with then undergraduate researcher Joshua Leger.
Leger received his computer engineering degree in May from UMaine.
umainetoday.umaine.edu
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Power of compass
Social psychological research focuseson
the understanding and caring deemed critical
to social growth and well-being

T

By Scott Peterson
HE CALL FOR compassion lies at the heart

of every major world religion. Yet, at the same
time, religious practices can lead to intergroup bias that creates the opposite effect.
Social psychologist Jordan LaBouff has
observed this paradox firsthand.
"I first became interested in compassion,

empathy and religion by watching my grandmother," he says.
"For the last decade or so, she has been increasingly involved with
the people at a nearby drug rehab facility - bringing them to
church and offering them their own Sunday school class, visiting
them and so on. My grandmother's empathy - her ability to
genuinely feel what another person might be feeling -

helped me

understand that religion can help to build some incredible intergroup bridges.
''At nearly the same time, my pastor father was being chastised
in a growing suburban church for allowing African-Americans to
come to a church youth group event."
Religion'sability to bring people together and divide them has
served as a motivation for LaBouff's wide-ranging research. In one
line of inquiry, he has observed how humility is linked to being
helpful to others. In another line, he's seen that the proximity of a
church or the experience of an imagined conversation can activate
a person's conservative opinions or change their attitudes. In yet
another line, his work examines how attitudes toward minority
groups influence support for social programs and policies.
At first glance, LaBouff's research would seem to go in three

8
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very different directions. But in all, the common thread is
compassion.
"Empathy and compassion are the building blocks of human
community. When understanding and caring for others is central
to a society, we see the greatest social growth and well-being. In
societies where these critical qualities are ignored, we sometimes
see the worst acts of human history," says LaBouff, who joined the
University of Maine faculty last year as an Honors Preceptor in
Psychology - one of four preceptors named in the College of
Liberal Arcs and Sciences.

influence of religious and nonreligious settings on people's attitudes toward other groups and found chat, once thoughts of religion are activated by the presence of a house of worship, people
tend to be more conservative when interviewed about social issues
like gay marriage, capital punishment, immigration and support
of warfare.
"We found that by activating religious thoughts through
subliminal or conscious priming, we could change intergroup attitudes to be more prejudicial and evoke politically conservative attitudes, even in nonreligious people," says LaBouff, who coauthored
a paper on his findings in the InternationalJournalfor the Psychol-

LABOUFF GREW UP in Tulsa, Okla., and went to Baylor Univer-

ogyof Religion.

sity on a debate scholarship to study English and history with the
intention of becoming a constitutional lawyer. Involvement with
the honors program and one Introduction to Psychology class
were enough to convince him to participate in the humility studies of his mentor, experimental psychologist Wade Rowatt.
In his research on humility - not to be confused with the
biblical meek - during his decade at Baylor, LaBouff found that
humble people possess an accurate self-perception, less focus on
themselves and a propensity for helpfulness. A key element of his
humility research is the link between the willingness to help others
and the compassion found in sacrifice and generosity.
Beyond being the only personality trait that predicts for helping, LaBouff also learned that humility had implications for

That activation of religiousness might very well have larger
implications when people are voting on socially charged ballot
issues in houses of worship, as is the case in some southern states
- and some polling sites in Maine.

advancement.
"We found that humble people are often good leaders," says
LaBouff, whose research findings on hnmility were published in
and generated significant media
the journal of PositivePsychology
interest. "The problem is that those people are rarely found in
leadership positions, although they tend to do well once they get
into that role."
LaBouff also turned to the psychology of religion to study
intergroup bias and mechanisms for reducing it. He studied the

INTERGROUP

BIAS against Muslims has been an interest of

LaBouff's since the 9/11 attacks that occurred early in his college
career. His initial findings in char area contained yet another paradox: People with the most bias often had the least ability to reduce
that hias.
LaBouff was able to explore that paradox further when he
supervised the honors thesis of Charles Bergeron, who recently
graduated from UMaine with degrees in psychology and political
science. Bergeron's thesis investigated the effects of positive interaction on prejudice by asking subjects to imagine a conversation
with a Muslim person.
"Some of the responses were amazingly detailed. We asked
people to describe their imagined interactions and the subjects in
that group described universally positive interaction with a fellow
human being. They frequently learned they had something in
common with them. In the other condition, most of the responses
were filled with prejudicial ideas. So it was interesting to see the

umainetoday.umaine.edu
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change in their way of thinking

about

plays into these intergroup relationships.

people after something as small as a three-

These relations drive our political deci-

to address the relative scarcity of that

minute exercise," says LaBouff, who will

sions and influence our social behavior,

personality

join Bergeron in presenting the data from

including

actively cultivate and practice it.

the honors

where we choose ro live, the causes we

thesis at the international

conference of the Society for Personality

whom we spend time with,

trait by studying

To continue

how to

his religion

research,

choose to support."

LaBouff is conducting a follow-up study in

AT UMAINE, LaBouff has expanded his

to see how they activate the religiousness of

research focus and involved dozens of

Mainers. In addition, he and Bergeron are

three houses of worship in Bangor, Maine,

and Social Psychology in Janu ary.
THE MECHANISMS at work in people's

for measuring humility, LaBouff intends

reactions to affirmative action, welfare and

undergraduates in his work. He plans to

planning to add a physiological compo-

Obamacare make up LaBouff's third line

continue to investigate how both real envi-

nent to their Muslim bias studies.

of research. After seven studies, he and his

ronments and imagined interactions influ-

colleague observed that racial attitudes

ence attitudes

tended to explain reactions to Obamacare

religion is related . And now chat he has

the Political Science Department

and similar programs. As with the Muslim

developed a definition of and a method

last year, to examine the pol itical , racial

and actions,

and how

LaBouff also is collaborating with Rob
Glover, the Honors Preceptor who joined
faculty

bias, LaBouff found that education could

and religious implications of public reac-

be used to reduce the bias.

tions to the DREAM Act and Arizona's

"We were interested in the barriers and
why they opposed the programs," he says.
"Over time, we got interested in how we
could fix the opposition. After the original
research, we ultimately

found that the

more people are presented with education
about the groups that needed help, the
more their prejudices are reduced and the
more they are interested in helping those
groups."
LaBouff has found that the source of
bias, whether driven by an inflated selfim age, religion or racial attitudes, can be
addressed and rem edi ed through educa tion,

positive

experience

and other

elements of the compassion sought by the
world's religions.
"We are starting to und ersta nd th e
functional role that religion plays in larger

"Empathy and compassion
are the building blocks
of human community.
When understandingand
caring for others is
central to a society,we
see the greatest social
growth and well-being.
In societieswhere these
critical qualities are
ignored,we sometimes
see the worst acts of
human history."
Jordan LaBouff

Proposition 200.
"Religion has played a central role in
these intergroup

relations

across time.

Each of these studies is designed to help us
figure out how to humanize other groups,
remo ve barr iers, and increase empathy and
unde rstanding to create positive interac tion," LaBouff says. "T he more we can
humanize those groups, the more we can
understand chem, the less likely we are to
hate them ."
Empathy

and compassion

-

reall y

understanding how another person feels in
a situation,
emotions

from their motives to their
-

are remarkably

powerful

forces, LaBouff says. Th ey have the poten tial to diffuse conflicts

and prejudice,

increase altruism and build community.
'They're

challenging,"

he says, "bu t

issues, so char we can apply that knowl-

I'm hopeful

edge to policy decisions on a number of

research of others will help us to under -

that our research and the

levels," LaBouff says. "Ultimately, all the

stand these qualities and how their expres-

lines of research are pointed at investigat-

sion (or lack thereof) helps to shape our

ing and und erstan ding abo ut how religion

world."
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LLEN LOUISE PAYSON was a pioneer of American

For decades, the whereabouts of much of Payson's original

landscape architecture who helped define the aesthetics

plans, drawings and other works were unknown. It wasn't until

of garden and estate design in the United States in the

shortly after her death in 1977 that family members discovered a

first half of the 20th century. Born in Portland, Maine,

sizable collection of her original materials.

in 1894, Payson graduated from Lowthorpe School of

In 1999, the University of Maine received a donation of more

Landscape Architecture for Women in Groton, Mass., and

than 500 of Payson's original landscape architecture plans,

attended Columbia University's School of Architecture. She estab-

contour drawings, planting diagrams and blueprints. The draw-

lished an office in New York City in 1927 and gained national

ings spanning 1913-40 reflect Payson's work in Maine , New

recognition for her designs for private estates in Connecticut, New

York, New Jersey, Missouri, Connecticut and North Carolina,

Jersey,Pennsylvania and New York.

and demonstrate the process of landscape design -

In 1933, she and five other women were named to House &

Gardenmagazine's Hall of Fame. Payson was cited for "the sound -

from rough

sketches and sketches on older blueprints to preliminary and alternative drawings, and final plans and blueprints.

ness with which she applies to her gardens the principles of land-

The collection is a resource for horticulture students and

scaping and architecture" and the "sympathetic feeling for varying

professionals, many of whom use the collection to research how to

material which her work always shows."

return heritage landscapes to their original designs.

umainetoday.umaine.edu
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UMaine researchersstudythe
role of lampreyin stream restoration
ByJeffTuttle

T

of yellow teeth -

HE THRASHING black

and

amber

fish

in

Stephen Cogh lan's grip
is unsightly , but its
humble appearance a snake-like body,

milky

eyes and parasitic funnel
belie the sea lamprey's

importance to the small Sedgeunkedunk
Stream and, possibly, Coghlan contends,
some of the state's most majestic rivers.
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,tream on the huntfor sea lampreyto better understandthe importanceof the anadromous
fish in the ecosystem.

Coghlan, an associate professor of
freshwater fisheries ecology at the University of Maine, has spent many hours

stream bottom and, in the process, changing the environment, possibly making it
more hospitable to highly prized sea-run

The story is set in the living laboratory
of the Sedgeunkedunk Stream, a small
tributary running north about 3.7 miles

ankle-deep

fish, including Atlantic salmon.

from Orrington, Maine, and into the

in the Sedgeunkedunk

(pronounced Sej-E-unk-e-dunk) studying
the lamprey's impact on the stream since

"We're trying to tell a story, and each

Penobscot River in South Brewer.

year we get a little bit more information,"

On this sunny morning, Coghlan and

Coghlan says, carefully placing the now-

his team of undergraduate and graduate
students are on their daily "lamprey

the removal of two dams about three years
ago allowed the fish to return to their

weary lamprey into a submerged basket

traditional spawning grounds. In that
time he has seen steady increases in the
number of lamprey building nests on the

and jotting down the measurements of
others caught and tagged chat morning by
his student researchers.

safari," walking the stream and carefully
hand-catching and tagging any lamprey
they see. Each captured fish receives both
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Riverreviver
before manufactured dams made the
stream inaccessibleabout 200 years ago.

"Atlantic salmon don't exist in a
vacuum," Coghlan says. "You'renot going
to restore Atlantic salmon by just stocking

easy to catch is that they're very busy
building their nests. And there's some
heavy lifting involved, too, as they use

But the lowly lamprey still has an
image problem, one that dates back to at
least 1135 AD. That's the year King
Henry I died of food poisoning after

their sucker-like mouths and thrashing
bodies to move rocks - some as big as

eating a bad batch, according to the
history books. The first batch of lamprey

grapefruits - into a mound where they
will lay their eggs. An oval pit, worn dean
and smooth by the lamprey's slow,
constant wriggling, is at the base of the

was once a customary Christmas gift to
the king of England, much like the first
Atlantic salmon caught in the Penobscot
was presented to the president of the
United States, a tradition that ended in

a visible tag and an electronic tag that can
be scanned for identification.
Part of the reason the lamprey are so

mound.
Once sea lamprey spawn, they die.
That's it. But they leave behind three
important things: their bottom-changing
nests, their nutrient-rich carcassesand the
next generation oflamprey.
Since the removal of the dams in 2008
and 2009, Coghlan and his team have
documented increasing numbers of sea
lamprey returning to the Sedgeunkedunk
to build or enlarge their nests, which, in
some cases, can be several feet across. Five
years ago, there were about 60 fish. This
year, he and his team tagged a record 250,
and the fish are moving farther and
farther upstream to spawn, expanding
their range.

1992.

"You're not going to
restore Atlantic salmon
by just stocking a whole
bunch of them and not
paying attention to
habitat quality in the
stream and other fish
they coevolve with, and
I think lamprey is a vital
component of that
functional stream."
StephenCoghlan

SEA LAMPREY,which is parasitic at one

stage of its life, has a reputation for decimating lake trout populations in the
upper Great Lakes, where it is invasive.
However, populations in Lake Ontario
and the Finger Lakes are probably native,
but still viewed as a scourge on sport fish
and deserving of eradication. But that's
not the case in Maine, Coghlan says,
where the lamprey are native and had
coexisted with other sea-run species long
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Although the lamprey isn't as flashy as
the sea-run superstar, the uneven, fastmoving habitat its nests create on the
stream bottom could prove beneficial to
the Atlantic salmon, Coghlan says, basing
his research in part on hypotheses
presented in a 2006 study by Rory Saunders, a biologist at NOAA's National
Marine FisheriesService.

a whole bunch of them and not paying
attention to habitat· quality in the stream
and other fish they coevolve with, and I
think lamprey is a vital component of that
functional stream."
Rob Hogg, a graduate student writing
his thesis on the lamprey project, noted
that since the removal of the dams, the
research team has documented three age
classes of Atlantic salmon occup ying
formerly inaccessible areas of the Sedgeunkedunk.
When the sea lamprey comes back to
the Sedgeunkedunk, it's in its final stage
of life, and will die within a week or so. It
has already spent between three and 17
years as a juvenile - a filter-feeding larva
collecting food particles as it moved
downstream. Then, it might have hitched
a ride on a passing rainbow smelt to the
ocean, where it spent the next one or two
years at sea, attaching itself to other fish
and, with help from its barbed "rasping
tongue," sucking out their bodily fluids.
When sea lamprey return to the
stream to spawn, they're tired, but not too
tired to build their nests, stirring up invertebrates from the bottom and , in the
process, feeding the minnows and other
small fish that congregate nearby. Hogg
has documented common shiners feeding
on the sediment, and probably eggs and
spawning lamprey introduced to the drift.
"It's pretty strong support to say these
guys are providing a prey source," says
Hogg, who came to UMaine three years
ago from Southern Oregon University
after learning of the project.

THE LAMPREY may be providing some-

Orrington and Brewer, and his coinvesti-

thing else, too. The stream's ecosystem

ga co r and frequent

collaborator,

Joe

could also depend on its death. And, even

Zydlewski of the U.S. Geological Survey's

in death, the lowly fish is proving useful

Maine Cooperative

to Coghlan and his research.

Research Unit.

Fish and Wildlife

Down the corridor from his office in

Because he also has data from before

Nutting Hall is a room with a refrigerator

the dam removals, Coghlan says he hopes

with a note on the door apologizing for

the research on the tiny Sedgeunkedunk

the smell. The icebox is filled with onion

can serve as a model system for other dam

bags containing lamprey carcasses chat

removal projects in Maine .

have washed up in the trash racks at the

Currently,

he is focusing

on the

Veazie Dam. Coghlan says that using a

Penobscot

pickpole to retrieve the rotting carcasses is

which will involve the removal of two

the worst job he's ever done.

lower dams -

Bue Coghlan

has plans for these

-

River Restoration

Project,

Great Works and Veazie

and the bypassing of a third, opening

carcasses. As part of his research, they will

more than 1,000 miles of habitat for sea-

be placed in cages in different densities in

run fish in Maine. The Penobscot River,

several area streams. He wants to see what

he says, is really just hundreds of Sedge-

effect, if any, the released nutrients -

unkedunks.

namely nitrogen and phosphorous -

And the stream, although

will

small, could provide useful data on the

have on the streams' ecosystems. The

effects of dam removal on the Penobscot,

open ocean, where the lamprey spends its

the longest river entirely in Maine.

adult life, is energy-rich, he says. When a

Coghlan cited a study that estimated

lamprey comes back to spawn and die, its

that just a small fraction -

decaying body releases that energy and

as 5 percent -

fertilizes the nutrient-poor scream.

of river restoration projects

nationwide are monitored

By scientific standards, Coghlan and
his fellow researchers have yet to prove the

perhaps as few
after a dam

removal. Ir's another reason Coghlan is
excited about his research.

lamprey's importance to the system -

"If your goal as a manager or a citizen

and ultimately Atlantic salmon habitat -

who elects government officials who are in

but he says the potential is there.

charge of these restoration projects is to

Coghlan

doesn't count himself

a

see a steam that functions fairly similarly

just a scientist

to what it did back before we built dams

compiling and analyzing data thanks to

and polluted it and overfished it, I think

his many collaboracqrs and funding agen-

sea lamprey are a critical component,"

cies, including the Maine Department of

Coghlan says.

lamprey cheerleader -

Marine Resources, Maine Department of
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, Maine Sea
Grant, Maine Audubon,

the Atlantic

Salmon Federation, the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, the communities

of

umainetoday.umaine.edu
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Research focuses on t he only mammals
t hat don't experience bone loss
despite mont hs Of inactivity By Rich Hewitt

R

ITA SEGER remember s

anoth er," says Seger, who had been prac-

her first encounter with

ticing internal medicine for 11 years in

a black b ear. She was

Misso uri, Alaska and Maine when she

enrolled in a University

start ing tak ing courses at UMaine to

of Maine undergraduate

explore an ad di tional gradu ate degree .

wildli fe ecology course

"Thar January 2004 fieldtrip is where it all
came together for me."

chat includ ed a January

fieldcrip led by th e Maine Deparcment of

Inland Fisheries and Wildlife bear biolo-

That fall , Seger b ega n her Ph.D .
research on bone metabolism in active and

gist, and UMain e alumnu s, Randy Cross.

hibernating black bears. A year after seeing

As she watched Cross and his team
handl e the bear to gather healt h assess-

her first bruin , she was back in the field
with Cross and his crew. H er goal was to

ment data , and affix ear tags and radio
collars as part of Maine's long-term bear

begin to fathom rhe many unanswe red
questions as to how hibernating bears are

monitoring program, Seger began chinking about the wonders of hibern atio n
physiology -

how the American black

the only mammals that do not experience
bone loss due to inactivity.
"T his is the most fascinating work I
could hardly imagine doing," says Seger,

bear manages to remain in its den for up
to 6 months each year in Maine, not
eating, drinkin g, urinat ing or defecating.

who earne d he r Ph .D. in 2008 and is
now, in addition to practicing medicine, a

During th is time, mature females even
give birth to and nurse their young.

researcher in the UMa ine Department of
Anima l and Veterinary Sciences. "Being

Seger, a medical int ernist, found it
fascinating that hibernating bears do not

out of doors, up dos e - in the dens with these beautiful animals, chat have the

experience bon e loss despite month s of

most complex and fascinating physiology.

inactivity.

To me, they're captivating."
Seger and a team of researchers,which

"I always thou ght I would like to study
wildlife, and potentially comb in e med icine and wildlife studies in one way or

included colleagues at UMaine as well as
some of the top bone researchers in the

umain etod ay.um ai ne.ed u
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country, may have found a clue as to what

chis process occurred in a hibernating bear,

it is in the bear's physiology that wards off
the effectsoflong-term inactivity.

which does not urinate, calcium would
build up in the bloodstream and wreak

cors and humans included - months of
inactivity result in significant bone loss

havoc physiologically,Seger says.
All that activity in the bones leaves
traces in che blood. Seger figured chat

and a host of other complications. But, in
bears, there is little or no deterioration of

studying specific markers in bears' blood
might provide a due to how they do what

the bone during hibernation. Learning

they do. That's why she and her colleagues

how they do it may shed new light on
bone growth and ways to prevent and

proposed caking X-rays of bear paws and
cracking key indicators in blood samples.

perhaps treat bone loss in humans.

To perform those studies, she cook to the
field with the state bear crew led by Cross.

In most mammals -

other hiberna-

SEGER, WHO had an early introduction

to bone science from a bone specialist
advisor during medical school, recognized

CROSS HAS studied the black bear population in Maine for the past 30 years as

that bone turnover physiology would need
to be modified in an animal that goes

part of the Maine Black Bear Monitoring
Program. The program has as many as
100 radio-collared black bears located in

months without urinating in the setting of
immobility. She hypothesized that either
normal bone turnover does not take place
during ursine hibernation, or there is a
unique mechanism to cake calcium

For the bone metabolism study led by
Dr. Rita Seger, blood samples and paw
X-rays of tranquilized black bears were
taken in the field. A comparison of 12
serum markers and X-rays in hibernating
and active bears found higher amounts of
the hormone leptin in hibernating bears,
which correlated with serum markers of
bone turnover. The research found that
leptin’s effect on the sympathetic nervous
system may help prevent bone loss.
Photos courtesy of Rita Seger
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three study areas representing distinct
habitats. Cross tracks che bears, both in

removed from the skeleton and put it back

their dens while they hibernate in winter,
and in the spring and summer months.
"I've put my hands on a lot of bears,"

into bone so chat it does not build up in
the bloodstream.

he says.
This past winter, for example, Cross

What's important to remember is that,
while healthy bones appear to be hard and

and his team visited 75 dens and handled
185 bears; in the summer, they captured

durable, they are, in fact, changing all the

124 bears, including some repeats, during

time, she says. Humans turnover on average 10 percent of their bone each year. As

a 34-day season in May and June. On one
day alone, Cross says, they literally trapped

a very dynamic tissue, bone relies heavily
on activity or "loading" to stay strong and

a ton of bears using leg snares - 11
bruins with a combined weight of 2,086

healthy. Conversely, a lack of activity or
"unloading" for extended periods of time
results in significant bone loss in

pounds.

mammals, including humans.
For example, during 26 weeks of inac-

eries and Wildlife with accurate information about bear recruitment - the

tivity, a human can lose up to 40 percent

numbers of bears entering che population

of bone mass, and small hib ernating
mammals experience similar bone loss. If

- and the numbers that die naturally in
addition to those taken by hunters. T he

The goal of the monitoring program is
to provide the Department oflnland Fish-

crew visits

of bone turnover, leading

collared female bears in
their dens each winter to

bear

study

chem to suspect that leptin
and the sympathetic nervous system may be key to
the bears' ability to maintain bone strength.
"The skeleton in hiber-

check the number of cubs.
Cubs and yearlings are
tagged for identification.
Because they stay with
their mothers for 16
months and den with her
the following winter, the

nating bears seems to turn
off cues chat tell the skeleton
it is unloaded, so it believes
it is under normal loading

researchers can track the
number of cubs that survive

all winter and does not

to age 1. Although the state
biologists weigh and measure the bears, and even take

break down," Seger says.
To investigate chis possibility further, the researchers

hair samples with follicles
for DNA testing, Cross said

measured sclerostin,
a
protein
that normally

they do very little blood

increases during unloading,
hypothesizing chat hibernating bears might maintain
normal levelsof sclerostin to

work except when working
with researchers such as
Seger.
FOR HER research, Seger

took blood samples from
the hibernating and active
bears. She took X-rays of
the paws of hibernating and
hunter-killed bears using a
portable X-ray machine that
ran on a cordless drill
battery. Her husband, Rick
Seger, a Bangor radiologist,
measured the bears' bone

"Thisis not a curefor osteoporosis.Thisis
basicscienceand there is a lot more to be
done. I do think that this contributesto
understandingthe way the skeleton
interactswith mechanicalsignalsand
showsthat the black bear may provide a
useful model for this type of research."

mass on the X-rays.
Seger compared 12 serum markers for
bone metabolism from the bears and
compared their bone X-rays. The X-rays
showed no significant difference in bone
mass between hibernating and active bears,
but the serum markers showed chat bone
turnover wasn't completely shut down.

Dr.RitaSeger

trick the skeleton

into

believing

was

that

it

normally loaded during
hibernation. But the data
did not support
that
hypothesis because the sclerostin levels in the hibernating bears were elevated,
indicating that the bones
recognized that they were
unloaded.
"This is not a cure for

One of the serum markers the
researchers looked at was leptin, a
hormone that works with the sympathetic
nervous system to tell the skeleton chat it
is time to turnover bone. The blood
samples showed higher levels of leptin in
hibernating bears than active bears, and
leptin levelscorrelated with serum markers

osteoporosis," says Seger, who is now
developing her next round of bear bone
research. "This is basic science and there is
a lot more to be done. I do think this
contributes to understanding the way the
skeleton interacts with mechanical signals
and shows chat the black bear may provide
a useful model for chis type of research."•

uma.inetoday.umaine.edu
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Cold-water corals, top to bottom: Iridogorgia megaspiralis, Paragorgia
arborea and Desmophyllum dianthus.

Cold coral
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CIENTISTS HAVE long

known that corals are
found far beyond shallow,
tropical waters. Since the

associated species that live on and around
them, so we're starting to realize they're
important deep-sea ecosystems builders,

red tree corals.
Through each project, Waller hopes to

just like corals in shallow waters."

show the importance of deep-sea coral

1800s, researchers on
multiyear voyages hav e

collected coral samples

from colonies found at much deep er,
darker, colder spots in the ocean.

In the past two decades, coral also has
surfaced on trawlers working in more
remote fishing grounds in the hunt for an
increasingly elusive catch. And that's when
the importance

of these invertebrate

animals became apparent, and when
Rhian Waller began her Ph.D. research on
the reproduction and development of the
seldom-seen creatures.

to continue a long-time series in Alaska of

systems to the ocean ecosystem.
"If we continue to damage these coral

"Our understandingof
deep-seabiology is still
very muchin its infancy,
so there's a lot we don't
know. But we do know
from other areas that
you can upset the whole
ecosystemby taking just
the one bottom piece
away." RhianWaller

Waller's research now focuses on how

habitats, we're going to damage the fish
and inv ertebrate populations that live
around them," Waller says. "Even though
they're out-of-sight, out-of-mind, and
many people don't know they're there, we
have to start to explore and research why
these ecosystemsare important."
WALLER GREW UP in England

and
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, where she spent

weekends snorkeling off coral reefs in the
Red Sea or the Arabian Gulf while her
parents scuba dived. That experience

factors such as climate change, fishing and
oil exploration affect deep-sea coral repro-

Earlier this year, Waller received a
more than $78,000 RAPID Grant from

sparked her fascination with the beautiful,
mysterious animals.

duction, and what effect that altered life
cycle could have on the rest of the marine

the National Science Foundation and a
$30,000 National Geographic Society

ecosystem.

award to establish three long-term moni-

Corals are marine invertebrates, in the
same phylum as jellyfish and anemones,
but corals can form a calcium_carbonate

"We're now beginning to realize that
these reefs in the deep sea are very similar

toring sites in Chile, where she will sample
corals for reproductive ecology studies .

to the reefs in shallow water and can be
very important to certain fisheriesspecies,"

Waller also received another $9,000 from
UMaine to explore Maine's coastal areas

skeleton. Corals are made up of individual
polyps - some just single polyps with
skeletons; others, such as larger reef-building corals and gorgonian sea fans, can be

says Waller, a University of Maine assistant

for deepwater emergent coral habitat sites,

many thousands of genetically identical

research professor in the School of Marine
Sciences. "These corals have thousands of

and $48,000 from the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

polyps all living joined together.
There are two types of corals. Tropical

Research sheds light on the little-known marine animals
living at the darkest depths of the oceans
ByJessicaBloch

umainetoday.umaine.edu
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In Alaska, Waller is working on a species
known as the red tree coral typically found
at 500 meters, but recently discovered at
less than 10 meters, which means she can
scuba dive for samples year-round, rather
than using a submersible.
Scientists haven't yet discovered why
the deep-sea corals are being found at shallow depths, but they believe it is because
the water is colder and dark er than tropical waters, and competition from photosynthesizing species (such as fast-growing
algae) is less, making the environment
more like the deep-sea than a regular shallow-water ecosystem.
The deepest dive for corals Waller has
made in a submersible

was co 3,600

meters on the New England seamount

RhianWaller,an assistantresearchprofessorin the UMaineSchoolof MarineSciences,
is
studyingdeep-seacoralslivingin the coldest,darkestdepthsoff Alaska,Chileand Maine.

chain in 2005.

Photocourtesyof RhianWaller

WITH MORE research on deep-sea corals,
corals have photosynthetic algae known as

record holder is a 4,000-year-old

zooxanthellae, which require sunlight and

found off the coast of Hawaii.

warm water to survive, and are found at

coral

scientists are discovering just how much
their presence affects the world aro und

The depths at which deep-sea corals

them. One example, Waller says, is deep-

grow is also one of the reasons so little is

sea corals have been found harboring eggs

Waller studies the other kind of corals,

known about them. Researchers in the

of the Dumbo octopus, a small creature

which do not have zooxanthellae and so

small community of deep-sea coral science

that lives in deep waters about which little

do not require photosynth esis. Instead,

typically retrieve and preserve specimens

is known. As yet, deep-sea corals are the

they survive solely on food in the water

for each other, and fishermen and conser-

only place those eggs hav e ever been
found.

less than 100 meters depth.

column. Although the y can live in the

vation agencies occasionally hand over

relatively shallow, cold waters of Alaska,

samples

northern Canada, southern Chile and the

retrieved

Antarctic -

they find . Most
via manned

corals

are

Scientists wonder what else might live

subm ersibles ,

or rely on the corals, and how the food

remotely op erated underwater robots or

chain would be affected if the corals began

zooxanthellae can't survive because of the

human

to disappear.

temp era tur es -

enough.

areas where corals that have
these corals are most

often found in the deep sea -

usuall y

dives, if the depth

In southern

is shallow

"You can imagine all it takes is on e
Chile

and southern

trawler or one piece of garbage to land on

more than 500 meters deep, .roughly the

Alaska, for example, which both have

the coral and suffocate it, and that's 4,000

end of a continental shelf, and below the

glacial fjord ecosystems that are too cold

years of growth and 4,000 years befo re

depths scuba divers can go.

for photosynthesis and little competition

that colony will grow back to support

Such deep-sea corals have been found

for space, some corals typically found at

1,000 diff erent invert ebra tes which, in

to be thousands of years old. The current

deep-sea depths are living much shallower.

turn , support
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m aybe tens of different

species of fish," Waller says. "Our under-

how reproduction changes in the same

standing of deep-sea biology is still ve1y
much in its infancy, so there's a lot we
don't know. But we do know from other

species that are living at different depths
and how all those things are being
changed, both by human activity and the

areas that you can upset the whole ecosys-

general environment, is really where my
interest lies."

tem by taking just the one bottom piece
away."
WHEN WALLERbegan her Ph.D. research

Waller's work in Alaska involves reproduction processes of red tree coral in the
Alaskan fjords, where the animals form

at Southampton Oceanography Centre in

essential habitat for rockfish and crus-

England, there were no published studies
on reproduction in deep-sea corals, even
though there are more than 3,000 species

tacean species. In 2010, Waller and
NOAA collaborators established a site of
40 corals, which have since been sampled

living at deep spots in the ocean,

every three months for reproductive analy-

compared to around 2,000 species of shallow-water corals.

sis. This site has provided the best timeseries reproductive data on any deep-water

Waller set out to establish some basics

coral species to date.

about deep-sea coral reproduction, such as
whether the corals are males, females or

Waller will return this January to
investigate fertilization and larval dynam-

hermaphrodites; if they reproduce via
broadcast, as the shallow-water corals do;

ics in the species, and continue the reproductive timeline to assess when and how

if they brood larvae; and have multiple
offspring. Also, what time of year they

much it reproduces, with the goal of
providing management information.

reproduce.
She has also looked at larval processes

RESEARCHERSare starting to realize that

and managed to get different corals to
spawn in order to closely examine their

climate change may affect deep-sea corals
more than previously believed - perhaps
more than it does shallow tropical corals.

larvae.
Waller's research compares deep-sea
pristine regions to those that faced fish-

Although there is no doubt that tropical
corals are heat-stressed, Waller says, they

eries damage and found that corals that

can live within temperature swings of up

were constantly being turned over and
broken reproduced in much low er
numbers or not at all. Answering ques-

to 15 degrees. But for corals in the deep
sea, where the water is much colder, has
stable temperatures year-round and is rela-

tions about how and .why this happens at
different depths in the ocean is at the crux

tively acidic compared to surface waters, a
temp erature swing of up to 2 degrees in a

ofWaller's research.
"If there is any kind of stress, reproduction can cease," she says. "Looking at

year could make for a complete change.
Waller has seen deep-s ea corals

how these stressors are affecting reproduc-

that, due to deterioration in the ocean,

tion, whether populations are sustainable,

disintegrate when handled.

A selection of deep-sea corals from the
Drake Passage, Antarctica, clockwise
from top right: Armadillogorgia sp.;
brittle star atop a Solenosmilia
variabilis, Stylasterid coral habitat;
Armadillogorgia sp.; Flabellum
curvature; rocky coral community;
Bayergorgia vermidoma; Desmophyllum
dianthus; Errinopsis sp.; Balanophyllia
malouensis.
Photos by Dann Blackwood, Rhian Waller and the NBP11-03
Science Crew

brought up from the Antarcti c region

umainetoday.umaine.edu
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"Just as in Alaska, we have areas where
it is cold all year round, and we have deepwater coming up on the shelf," Waller
says. "But the oceanographic conditions
here are very different from Alaska, so
although we might get species that usually
live within 1,000 meters or so, they 're
probably not going to come up within
meters of the surface, like we have seen in
ocher high- latitude areas. We might be
able to find them within 50 to 100
meters, which is within technical diving
limits."
More than 60 species of cold-wat er
Gorgoniancorals, like this red tree coral specimen from southern Alaska,will be characterized
and mapped in the Gulfof Maine as part of RhianWaller'sresearch. Photo courtesyof RhianWaller

coral are known in the Gulf of Maine, bur
little is understood of their biogeography
and diversity. However, anecdotal and
other information gathered from fisher-

are to

men indic ate the distr ibution of coral

there is an urgent need to document and

discover, characterize and map areas of
gorgonian corals, also known as sea fans or
sea whips. She intends to register the new

communities may be wider than thought,
particularly closer to shore.
The same concerns about environ-

understand

the coral systems in this

locations and depth ranges in the U.S.

region. Measurements of reproduction will
add to understanding of recruitment,
recoloni zation, population connectivity

Geological Survey Cold Water Coral

mental impacts on deep-sea coral apply in
the Gulf of Maine, with one exception.

Geographic Database.
She also hopes to discover a scuba-

While there are no offshore oil exploration
platforms in the gulf, there could soon be

and recoveryfrom damage in this area.
In Chile, Waller launched her research

accessiblesite from which to launch stud-

deep water offshore wind turbines
anchored to th e ocean floor ther e.

from the Huinay Scientific Field Station.

Anchoring devices could be a boon for

She works in the northern Patagonian
fjords, which are influenced by strong

and physiology - ideally, within an easy
boat ride from UMaine's Darling Marine
Center in Walpole, Main e, where she is

tides, large volumes of freshwater runoff,
upwelling of deep ocean waters and steep

based. To that end, she has been working
with Chris Rigaud, the Darling Center's

land and the Gulf of Mexico provide habitat for corals.

climatic gradients from north to south.

diving safety officer, to train for deeper

"I would predict a similar situation

Species in these fjords can more usually be
fow1d at depths of up to 3,000 meters, yet

dives in gulfwaters.
Although Waller has seen photographic evidence of red tree corals pulled

with offshore wind platforms , although
they're not going to be placed in rocky
areas where we te nd to find deep-sea
corals," she says. "There is the potential

Corals in Chile's northern Patagonian
fjords are facing pressures from intense
salmon farming and logging, which is why

in these locations they can now be
collected at just 10 meters. This presents a
unique opportunity to form baseline data
on ecological and population processesa window into a deep-sea ecosystem.
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WALLER'S GOALS in Maine

ies of deep-sea, cold-water coral ecology

from the area around Monh egan Island,
there have been only sporadic reports in

deep-sea corals, Waller says, in the same
way that disused oil rigs in northern Scot-

they could form great hard substrate habi-

the last 100 years of deep-sea corals

tat, allowing coral larvae to grow and

coming up in shallower gulf waters.

maybe thrive." •

by extension

A

T A TIME of schoo l budget

cuts, district consolidations,
and new federal and state policies measuring student and
teacher performance, public

education is under intense pressure. Then there
are complex, challenging student life issues,
burdensome school policies and regulations,
and competitive peer environments.
In such a climate, many new K-16 educators leave the profession in their first three to
five years, and many mid-career teachers are
stressed, disheartened and overwhelmed.
The Courage To Teach® (CTT) initiative is
sponsored in Maine by University of Maine
Cooperative Extension and led by UMaine
Extension Educator Doug Babkirk, in partnership with Richard Ackerman of the College of
Education and Human Development. The
program seeks to strengthen and renew the
inner resources and lives of educators, and give
them the courage they need to align who they
are with what they do.
CTT is a national effon of the Center for
Courage & Renewal to suppon K- 16 teachers
in bringing their full identity and integrity to
teaching; renewing their vocational commitment and aspirations; building circles of peer

Courage
to Teach

support; and generating collegial leadership to
strengthen schools and higher education institutions as respectful, effectiveand vibrant learning
communities.
In Maine, five CTT facilitators

offer

personal and professional renewal programs for

An initiative to renew the
passion, commitment and
integrity of educators

public school and higher education administrators and teachers. In the past four years, the
facilitators have worked with 250 Maine educators.

umainetoday.umaine.edu
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Ancient clamshells provide
cluesto the Atlantic Ocean'spast
ByJessicaBloch

F

OR SCHOOLCHILDREN ,

dendrochronology

is a

common lesson. Simply put,
by counting the growth rings
of a tree, you can tell how
old it is. But trees aren't the
only living things

with

growth rings, and age is just a small bit of
information that those rings can communicate.
University of Maine researchers Karl
Kreutz and Douglas Introne are reading
the rings of clamshells - a practice
known as sclerochronology - as a crucial
tool in understanding how the characteristics of the Gulf of Maine have changed in
the last 1,000 years. Those changes
provide links to a broader picture of how
the climate has changed in the same time
frame.
"When something happens in the
North Atlantic, it's transmitted to Maine,"
says Kreutz, a professor in UMaine's
School of Earth and Climate Sciences,and
the director of the university's Stable
Isotope Lab, where the shells are analyzed.
The lab is a UMaine Climate Change
Institute facility specializing in the measurement and interpretation of the lightstable isotopic ratio of environmentally
relevant elements, such as hydrogen,

Because shifts in temperature and salinity can change the chemistry of calcium
carbonate shells, scientists in UMaine’s Climate Change Institute can use them to
understand changes in the Gulf of Maine in the last 1,000 years.
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carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and sulfur.
"If we can use these shells to see what
has happened in the Gulf of Maine, we

can interpret what's happened in the
Atlantic. And chat's really the big prize, to
try to figure out if and how the North
Atlantic oceanography has changed over
the past 1,000 years.
"The behavior of the North Atlantic,
we now know after many people looking
at this over the past 20 years, has a big role
to play in global climate. The Gulf Stream
current and the way it changes certainly
influences

the entire North Atlantic

region, but has more global implications
as well."
Kreutz, Introne and colleagues at Iowa
State University have been collecting

have huge gaps in the middle, and the
results we're getting now will fill in those
gaps. As long as you have the data, you
can stitch it together and can tell what's

bur differing temperature and salinity
conditions," says Wanamaker, now an
assistant professor who directs the Stable
Isotope Lab at Iowa State, where he works

going on year to year, or summer to

with 2009 UMaine graduate Shelly Grif-

summer, or summer to winter, for a
detailed record."

fin, who is pursuing a Ph.D. on the Gulf
of Maine work with Wanamaker.

"If we can use these shells to see what has happened in
the Gulf of Maine, we can interpret what's happened in
the Atlantic. That's the big prize - to try to figure out
if and how the North Atlantic oceanography has
Changed OVer the past 1,000 years." Karl Kreutz

clamshells from the Gulf of Maine to
build a detailed chronology of how the

THE RESEARCHand NSF funding are a

water temperature in the gulf has changed,
which they can see in chemical analyses of

continuation of work that started nearly
20 years ago when Introne, now the assis-

"We then related the chemistry and
temperature of the water to the newly
grown shell material," he says. "From

the clamshells. Although the researchers
have been able to document some results
for centuries ' worth of information, a
National Science Foundation (NSF) grant

tant director of the Stable Isotope Lab,
and Climate Change Institute founder
and Professor Emeritus Harold Borns

these experiments, we developed a
method, the so-called transfer function to
hindcast seawater temperatures using the

began looking at clamshells.

of $500,000 has allowed them in the last
two years to continue to collect clamshells

oxygen isotopic composition of these
particular bivalve species. From this work,

and fill in hundreds of years more of data

The research took a major step
forward about eight years ago when then
Ph.D. student Alan Wanamaker, working

that were missing.

at UMaine's Darling Marine Center in

"So far it looks to us as though the
Gulf of Maine has actually been cooling

Walpole, Maine, set up a system of tanks
in which he grew a blue mussel (Mytilus

we have gone on to use this technique on
other bivalve species and other biocarbonates to estimate the natural variability in
marine systems."
Wanamaker's

mussel shells were

over the past 1,000 years and was at least

edulis)commonly found on coastal Maine

analyzed in UMaine's Stable Isotope Lab.

cooler today than 1,000 years ago," Kreutz
says. "That generally lines up with what

beaches. The chemistry of the calcium
carbonate mussel shell changes with such

The goal was to determine the relationship between the temperature and chem-

we think was happeningin the North
Arlanricwirh rhe Gulf Stream.Bue we

factors as temperature and salinity.
"We grew bivalves under controlled

istry of the water, and the chemistry of the
shell itself.

umainetoday.umaine.edu
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To determine how the growth of the
shells has been affected by water tempera-

"You look for the same pattern in
another shell and match it up, and just

ture and chemistry, researchers take shell
material from the rings. Through the
chemical analysis, the stable isotope

build chem up with time," Kreutz says.
The researchers have been able to
compare results from the clamshells to

patterns in each ring can indicate if the
water temperature was particularly warm

actual water temperature readings from
the Gulf of Maine, but the water tempera-

or cold in a given yea r. Taking into
account those results, the researchers could
cell if a mussel grew a lot during, say, a

ture records only go back 80 years. So far,
the isotopes match the records.
Those results and other relat ed

period of several years in which the water
temperature was particularly warm, or

research activities will have another life as
an iPad educational application intended

didn't grow much at all during a period in
which the water was colder.
Th e stable isotope results of Wana-

for students in kindergarten through fifth
grade. The app will introduce youngsters
to general climate concepts, with an inter-

maker's original work provided a baseline
chat all three researchers are now applying

active timeline that will show major
climatic and other significant events of the

to the new project.

THE RESEARCHERS have been collecting

the shells of Arctica islandica, a Gulf of
M aine quahog clam often found in

To determine how the growth of the shells
has been affected by water temperatureand
chemistry,researcherstake material from the
ringsusinga micromill.Throughchemical
analysis,the stable isotopepatternsin each
ring can indicateif the water temperature
was particularlywarm or cold in a given year.

last 1,000 years.
Videos and photos will show details of
the clamshells so that users can see the
growth rings, and an introduction of the
science behind their use.

commercial clam chowder, which has a
life expectancy of around 150 years. For
th e past thre e summers, the researchers

clams but also subfossil shells, which are

ate student majoring in Earth science.

hired a lobster boat with a scallop dredge
to collect sh ells in Gulf of Main e sites,

dated using radiocarbon techniques to
determine when they were alive. Once a

"We envisioned the app mostly from
an educational standpoint," Kreutz says.

such as Isle au Haut, Isles of Shoals and
Seguin Island near Popham Beach.

shell's age is known, researchers look at the
individual rings in the shell, paying partic-

"We wanted to have something that
brings all these ideas to the table in a way

ular attention to patterns.

that teachers could use them. " •

The dredge pulls up not only live

Kreutz has been developing the app
with Josh Plourde, a UMaine undergradu-

UMaine researchersare collectingthe shellsof Arctica islandica,a Gulf of
Maine quahogclam,which hasa life expectancyof around 150 years.
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The Buzz
bu z in
The
Hall
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n Murray
H II
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Honeybee colony offers important biological lessons
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Six-year-old
TannerSmithis amongthe
manyfansof the MurrayHallhoneybee
colony.(Tannerstoppedby afterschool,
wherehe hadjust had classphotostaken.
Thus,the bow tie.)

N EPTEMBER, 20,000 honeybees cook up re id nee in
chc foyer of Murray Hall as part of a live exhibition in the

drew 78 entries. She has been dubbed Phoe-bee.
The colony will not be managed for honey production. Its

School of Biology and Ecology.
' Biology is all abour life," ay

And the queen of the hive? There was a naming contest chat

chool director Eleanor

Groden. "The bees are a reprcsenraci .on of life that links

people, food and health with the environment and the natural

world. We wanted something that would really draw people in."
Since the installation of the 2-foot by 5-foot sealed frames that
pivot from the wall, the buzz hasn't stopped in Murray. The

value is in the daily glimpses it provides oflife in a bee colony and
the constant reminder of the importance

of such insects to

humans. Honeybees are responsible for pollinating approximately
80 percent of all fruit, vegetable and seed crops in the United
States.
University of Main e enromologists have been conducting

exhibit has become a popular destination for visiting school

honeybee research for nearly two decades, maintaining up to four

groups. UMaine fac.ulty and staff typically making beelines to

apiaries with upward of 60 colonies in any given yea r. Most

their destinations now regularly pause to check on the hive, and

recently, the research has focused on the effects of commonly used

students going to and from nearby classrooms, labs and lecture

pesticides on honeybees, and the relationship between honeybees

halls often swarm the glass panels to glimpse the goings-on.

and native bees in pollinating Maine's wild blueberry crop. Since

There's even a "beecam" installed near an opening in the wall

2009, UMaine also has been part of a seven-state

chat gives the bees access to the great outdoors. Fans can watch

study on the causes of colony collapse disorder that

online as the bees move in and out of the hive, even in the winter.

has brought a rapid decline of bees worldwide. •

umainetoday.umaine.edu
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Caring
for the
youngest
victimsof
substance
abuse

N PENOBSCOT
andPiscataqui
s
counties,childrenages5 andunder
whosefamiliesare strugglingwith
substance
abusewill have
improvedwell-beingandsafety,and a
betterchanceof stayingin or returning
to their own homesrather than
remainingin fostercareundera fiveyear,$3.9millionprojectled bythe
Bangor-based
Families
And Children
Together(F.A.C.T.),
the Universityof
MaineSchoolof SocialWork, anda
coalitionof communityorganizations
andagencies.
PenquisRegionalLinkingProject:
BuildingQualityServices
for Ruraland
FrontierCommunities
will receive
$797,405annuallyfor five yearsfrom
the PromotingSafeandStableFamilies
programof theAdministrationfor
Childrenand Families
, Children's
Bureau.It will involveat least 25 area
serviceagencies,
led by F.A.C.T.
and
Beverl
y Daniels,the executivedirector
of F.A.C.T.
JenniferMiddleton,a UMaine
assistantprofessorof socialwork,is the
leadresearcher
on the projectandcodirectorof evaluationwith Len Kayeof
the UMaineCenteronAging.
ThePenquisRegionalLinking
Projectis a "communityengaged
"
researchprojectandoneof the first of
its kind in the nationto implement and
evaluatea trauma-informed
systemof
carefor substance-e
xposedinfantsand
their families.

Regionalwarming confirmedduring Holocene
ACROSS
THEGLOBE
in the pastcentury,mountainglaciershavebeenmeltingin response
to warmer
atmospheric
temperatures.
Theyincludepeaksin the European
andSouthernAlps- formations
foundon oppositesidesof the globe.
Newresearchledby scientistsat the Universityof Maine'sClimateChangeInstitutehas
documented
that unlikethe concurrent,widespreadmeltingoccurringtoday,glaciersin European
andSouthernAlps11,500yearsagoexperienced
regionalclimateandoceanographic
variability.
Thefindingsof the internationalresearchteam,led by then UMainePh.D.studentin Earth
sciences
AaronPutnam,provideevidencethat changesin glacierbehaviorin the preindustrialage
werenot causedby globalatmospheric
warming.As reportedin NatureGeoscience,
the researchers
suggestthat today's glacierrecession
in NewZealandand Europeis unlikewhat occurredin those
mountainrangesin the preindustria
l Holoceneperiod, andcorresponds
with human-produced
greenhouse
gases
.
Putnamandhisteamworkedon CameronGlacierin the centralSouthernAlps.They
reconstructed
glacierfluctuationsandassociated
temperaturevariationsfor the past11,000years
usingmorainegeomorpho
logyand high-precision
beryllium-1
O(10Be)surfaceexposuredating- a
measureof the cosmogenic
nuclideon rockfacesto determinethe ageof landformsmarkingwhat
wereoncethe edgesof glaciers.
Theyfoundthat, in the 10,000yearsthat precededindustrialtime, Cameronandotherglaciers
of the SouthernAlpsretreatedwhilethosein Europeadvanced
. In contrast,glaciersin bothplaces
haverecededoverthe pastcentury.
Putnam
, a native of Chapman,
Maine, is now a postdoc at Columbia University.

This project has the potential to strengthen the
system of care for families affected by substance
abuse, helping parents and caregivers access
important resources, and reducing the isolation and
stigma often experienced by these families."
Jennifer Middleton
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Culture of a killer
IN THE NOVEMBER issue of the
journal Molecular Ecology, a U.S.
and Brazilian research team
reported evidence of novel and
hybrid strains of a lethal fungus
that has decimated amphibian
populations worldwide. The paper
reported on the genetic diversity
of the fungus on introduced, native
and cultivated North American
bullfrogs that supply the global
market for frog legs.

Counteringmusculardystrophysymptoms
BOOSTING
THEACTIVITY
of a vitamin-sensitive
cell adhesionpathwayhas
the potentialto counteractthe muscledegeneration
and reducedmobility
causedby musculardystrophies,
accordingto a researchteam led by
scientistsat the Universityof Maine.
Thediscovery,
publishedin the openaccessjournalPLOSBiology,is
particularlyimportantfor congenitalmusculardystrophies,
whichare
progressive,
debilitatingand often lethaldiseasesthat currentlyremain
without cure.Theresearchers
foundthat they couldimprovemuscle
structureandfunctionin a zebrafishversionof musculardystrophyby
supplyinga commoncellularchemical(or its precursor,
vitamin83) to
activatea cell adhesionpathway.
Musclecellsarerelativelydelicate,but deriveimportantadditional
mechanicalstrengthfrom adhesionproteincomplexes;
theseanchorthe
musclecellsto an externalframeworkknownasthe basement
membrane,
therebyhelpingto bufferthe cellsagainstthe extremeforces
that they experienceduringmusclecontractions.Mutationsin the genes
that encodetheseadhesionproteinscanweakentheseattachments,
makingmusclecellsmoresusceptibleto damageanddeath.
Theresultingmuscledegenerationcaneventuallyleadto progressive
muscle-wasting
diseases
. A majorcomponentof the basementmembrane,
a proteincalledlaminin,bindsto multipledifferentreceptorson the
musclecell surfaceandformsa dense,organizednetwork.
Thestudywasled by UMaineAssociateProfessor
of Biological
Sciences
ClarissaHenry.Theresearchers
discoveredthat a pathway
involvinga commoncellularchemicalcallednicotinamideadenine
dinucleotide(NAD+)playsa role in the formationof organizedbasement
membranes
in muscletissue,duringdevelopmentof the fish embryo.As
disorderedbasementmembranes
areseenin manydifferenttypesof
musculardystrophies,
the researchers
wonderedwhetheractivatingthis
pathwaymightreducethe severityof somemusculardystrophies.

Bd
UMainemycologist Joyce
Longcorewas the fir st to
isolate a pure cult ure of
the chytrid in 1997 in
response to a die-off of
exot ic frogs in captivity at
the Smithsonian National
Zoological Park in
Washington,D.C.
Simultaneously,scientists
found the organism
decimating frog
populations in Australia
and CentralAmerica.
Not only are l.ongcore's
cultures key to
understandingorigins and
implications of Bd, but
b her
methods for culturing the
pronlematic pathogen
bring international
researchers to her door.

The genetic work was possible
with the help of one of the most
comprehensive collections of frog
fungus cultures in the world,
located in the Maine Chytrid
Laboratory led by mycologist Joyce
Longcore, a research associate
professor in the University of
Maine’s School of Biology and
Ecology.
For more than a quarter
century, Longcore has isolated and
cultivated aquatic fungi known as
chytrids. Her cultures are a
resource for studying the
relationships of these microscopic
fungi and have been used in recent
descriptions of several new
taxonomic orders. Her cultures of
the fungus that causes
chytridiomycosis in amphibians,
known as Batrachochytrium
dendrobatidis (Bd), reflects samples
from all over the world and are
used in labs in the U.S., Central
America and Europe to study
pathogenicity, host resistance and
distribution of the fungus. In this
specialized field of amphibian
disease research, the Maine
Chytrid Laboratory is to frog fungi
what The Jackson Laboratory is to
mouse strains.

umainetoday.maine.edu
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Whales
and ship
noise

ALEEN
WHALES
may
be morecapableof
detectingoncoming
shipswhenswimming
in deeperwater ratherthan at the
seasurfacebecauseof lower
soundlevelsand acoustic
"shadowzones"at the bow,
accordingto a newstudyled by
Universityof MainePh.D.
candidateKaitlynAllen.
Thefindings,publishedin the
journalof the AcousticalSociety
of America,mayhelpexplainwhy
somewhalesat the surfacehave
appearedto not detectnearby
shipsand turnedinto their paths.
Theresearchers
found that
shipnoiseradiatedasymmetrically
and variedwith depth.In
particular,lookingat bow nulleffectacousticshadowzones,
cruiseshipshadthe greatest
variationin broadbandsource
levelandfishingvesselsthe
lowest.Thefindingssuggestthat
hull constructionand/ortype of
propulsionmayplaymoreof a
role in whale-shipstrikesthan the
increasedspeedof the vessel
whenbaleenwhalesare traveling
nearthe surface
.

Cruise ships had the
greatest variation in
noise levels
From June to September 2009, the researchers
used a vertical hydrophone to record
radiated noise from 24 high-speed
water crafts, cruise ships, catamarans
and fishing vessels in the Bar Harbor
shipping channel, which also is a
feeding ground for finback,
humpback and endangered
North Atlantic right whales.
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The cost of childhoodobesity
THEMEDICAL
COSTS
of obesityfor the currentcohortof children and adolescentsin Maine could
reachan estimated$1.2 billion overthe next 20 years, accordingto a new study by a University of
Maineeconomist.
UMaineprofessorof economics
Todd Gabe'sstudysuggeststhat the incidenceof obesityis likely
to increasefrom 7.8 percentof Maine's kidsand teensto an estimated25.7 percentasthey grow
into adults.
In his study,Gabeusedstatisticsfrom the U.S.Centers for DiseaseControland Prevention, and
dataon upwardof 2,000school-agechildrenin Maine,compiledby physicaleducationteachersin
18 schoolsacrossthe state.Thedata on schoolchi
ldren was collectedduringthe last threeyearsas
part of ongoingresearchin the UMaineCollegeof Educationand Human Development, led by
physicaleducationprofessorsSteveButterfieldand RobertLehnhard
, with statistician Craig Mason,
kinesiologyandphysicaleducationmaster'sgraduate SarahLivingstone, andexercise science
graduatestudentAaronRunner.
Thephysicaleducationresearch team begancollectingfitnessdata on Maine schoolchildren
after trainingphysicaleducationteachersin the useof a standardize
d periodicfitnesstest called
PACER
(Progressive
AerobicCardiovascular
Endurance
Run), designedby the CooperInstitute.
Thephysicaleducationproject,fundedin part by the BettermentFundin Maine, is one of the
first of its kind in the nation,Butterfieldsays, andcould becomea nationalmodelfor quantifying
the extentand cost of obesity.

NEWRESEARCH
SHOWS
that the
Ancient urban life
ancientcity of La Milpa in Belize
mayhavebuilt up moregradually
and declinedslowerthan previously
understood,leadingresearchers,
includingUniversityof Maine
anthropologistGregoryZaro,to believethis
city persistedgenerationslongerthanfirst
thought.Zaroand co-authorBrettHoukof
TexasTechUniversity,
who publishedtheir
findingsin the journalAncient
found evidencethat La Milpa
Mesoamerica,
persistedinto the 10th century.Theirrevised
chronology,anchoredlargelyto new
radiocarbondates andthe presenceof
ceramicsknownto havebeenproducedvery
late in ClassicMayacivilization,hasimplicationsfor previousmodelsof ancientMaya
population growth, declineand,ultimately,the collapseof ClassicMayacivilizationin the
easternPetenregionof Guatemalaand Belize.Theinvestigationof ancienturban
landscapes
in the Mayaregionand elsewheregeneratescomparativeinformationfor
contemporaryurbanlife aroundthe world, Zarosays.
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T THE 2012 Mitchell Lecture on
Sustainability held on the University
of Maine campus in September, I
had the honor of introducing Sen.
George Mitchell, as well as hosting

Professor Pamela Matson of Stanford University, who
encouraged our transition to sustainability. At
UMaine's Mitchell Center and as part of Maine's
Sustainability Solutions Initiative, researchers are imagining a brighter economic, social and environmental
future for the people of Maine through sustainability.
George Bernard Shaw was known to comment,
"You see things; and you say, 'Why?' But I dream
things that never were; and I say, 'Why not?"' At the
University of Maine, our faculty and student scholars
ask why not. They imagine.
Under the new Blue Sky Project, we are envisioning
UMaine becoming the most distinctively studentcentered and community-engaged of the American research universities, and we're taking five strategic
pathways toward implementation. We're imagining ways to serve Maine by catalyzing revitalization; to
secure UMaine's financial sustainability; to embrace a culture of excellence by promoting community and
collaboration; to transform lives by strengthening the undergraduate and graduate student experience; and
to renew our pride and stewardship of place.
Daring to imagine - to think differently - is nothing new to our researchers,who are among the best
in their fields. Indeed, at UMaine there has long been a theme: Imagine knowing first. In this issue of

UMaine Todayare wonderful examples of scholars who dare to imagine and, as a result, make contributions
that shape our world.
Imagine developing the spatial informatics that could one day lead to development of technology to
help people with visual impairments lead more independent lives. Ask why black bears are the only
mammals that do not experience bone loss due to long-term inactivity and conduct research to find the
answer.
Imagine a marine world without deep-sea coral or a freshwater stream without sea lamprey, and
conduct research to understand the roles those animals have in the ecosystem - and what would happen
without them .
And what if by asking basic biological questions, a UMaine research team discovered a new vitaminbased treatment with the potential to counter the symptoms of muscular dystrophy.
Just imagine.

Paul W. Ferguson
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Making
education
more
accessible
"My late husbandSonnywas a
quiet philanthropistwho
believedstronglythat
educationwasthe key.He
dedicatedhis life to helping
otherssucceed
."
Joanne Banks Miller
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S

anford "Sonny"Miller and JoanneBanksMiller, a member of the
University of Maine Class of '59, established the Sanford and Joanne
Miller Onward Program Scholarship at the Univer sity of M aine
Foundation in 2005

to

support students in need, especially those seeking

a new start for themselves. The On ward Program began in 1970 as a way

to

make the University of Maine more accessible to students who, for academic and

economic reasons, might not oth erwise att end college.

TwoAlumni Place
Orono,Maine04469-5792
207.581.5100or 800.982.8503

UNIVERSITY of MAINE

FOUNDATION
umainefoundation.org

75 Clearwater Drive, Suite202
Falmouth,Maine04105
207.253.5172or 800.449.2629

